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We hope everyone had a wonderful holiday
season and are back in the regular swing of
things with "life as usual" in the new year.
4th Annual "Shred" Event and Open House
The Thursday after tax-day, April 21, plan to
come by our office for a fun spring event. Bring
your confidential documents to our office to
take advantage of our professional shredding
services. Stay and enjoy some shredded
bar-b-que from Danny's Barbeque and tour our
office space. See the enclosed flyer for more
details on this fun event !
When: Thursday, April 21, 11:30 am - 2 pm
Where: Our Office at 1255 Crescent Green,
Suite 440, Cary

Watch our NEW Company Videos Online
We're excited to announce that we have
produced two company videos which are now
available on our web site for viewing. These
videos give site visitors an opportunity to “meet”
Jim and learn about our processes and
specialized skills before ever stepping foot in
our office. One video discusses Jim's
specialized training in helping people with life's
transitions. The second video covers our focus
on serving women and their financial needs.
We invite you to take a few minutes to visit our
web site at www.keystonefinancialpartners.com
and view our new videos .

Looking for Your Tax Documents?
If you have an account held at National
Jim Receives Women's Choice Award*
Financial Services, you can expect your tax
Again for 2016, Jim received the Women's
documents to be available online between Jan
Choice Award ® for Financial Advisors, the
24-Feb 13, and to be mailed by Feb 23. NFS
premier recognition award for advisors who
filed for a 30-day extension from the IRS that
provide quality service to their female clients.
will permit the generation of some 1099 tax
Jim went through an extensive evaluation
forms after February 23. Not all issuers send
process using 17 objective criteria as well as a final information to NFS in time to meet the
comprehensive client survey to qualify for this
February standard IRS 1099 mailing deadline.
award. Achieving this award demonstrates
NFS uses this extension to ensure that the
Jim's commitment to his extraordinary service
information on the tax documents you receive is
in addressing the financial needs of women and accurate, which, in turn, reduces the need to
their families. To learn more about this award
send a corrected form after February 23 .
and WomenCertified ® , Inc., visit our web site . Please call our office if you have any questions
regarding your tax documents.
*The Women's Choice Award ® by
WomenCertified Inc. is a recognition award for
advisors who provide quality service to their
female clients. The Women's Choice Award is
Offering our Free Second Opinion Service
based on 17 objective criteria associated with
Recent studies of the affluent indicate that 9 out
providing quality service to women clients such of 10 investors would welcome a "second
as credentials, experience and a favorable
opinion" on their investments and 8 out of 10
regulatory history, among other factors.
investors would switch advisors if they knew of
Financial advisors do not pay a fee to be
a better alternative. For this reason, we are now
considered or placed on the final list of
offering a free second opinion service to our
Women's Choice Award® Financial Advisors,
valued clients. If you know of someone that you
though they may have paid a basic program fee think we should meet, please mention our free
to cover the cost of comprehensive review and second opinion service to them. We thank you
client survey. For more information please visit for your introductions and referrals.
www.womenschoiceaward.com .
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Give Your Retirement Plan an Annual Checkup
Financial professionals typically recommend
that you review your employer-sponsored
retirement savings plan annually and when
major life changes occur. If you haven't
revisited your plan yet in 2015, the end of the
year may be an ideal time to do so.

Reexamine your risk tolerance

As you reconsider your
retirement income needs, it
might also make sense to
check your expected Social
Security benefit and any
other potential sources of
income. To get an estimate
of your future Social
Security payments, go to
socialsecurity.gov and
select "my Social Security."
Asset allocation does not
guarantee a profit or protect
against a loss; it is a
method used to help
manage investment risk.
All investing involves risk,
including the possible loss
of principal. There can be
no assurance that any
investment strategy will be
successful.

This past year saw moments that would try
even the most resilient investor's resolve. When
you hear media reports about stock market
volatility, is your immediate reaction to consider
selling some of the stock investments in your
plan? If that's the case, you might begin your
annual review by reexamining your risk
tolerance.

will those changes affect how much money you
will need to live on? Maybe you've reconsidered
plans to relocate or travel extensively, or now
plan to start a business or work part-time during
retirement.
All of these factors can affect your retirement
income needs, which in turn affects how much
you need to save and how you invest today.

Is your asset allocation still on track?

Once you have assessed your current situation
related to your risk tolerance, life changes, and
retirement income needs, a good next step is to
revisit the asset allocation in your plan. Is your
investment mix still appropriate? Should you
aim for a higher or lower percentage of
Risk tolerance refers to how well you can ride
aggressive investments, such as stocks? Or
out fluctuations in the value of your investments maybe your original target is still on track but
while pursuing your long-term goals. An
your portfolio calls for a little rebalancing.
assessment of your risk tolerance considers,
There are two ways to rebalance your
among other factors, your investment time
retirement plan portfolio. The quickest way is to
horizon, your accumulation goal, and assets
sell investments in which you are overweighted
you may have outside of your plan account.
and invest the proceeds in underweighted
Your retirement plan's educational materials
assets until you hit your target. For example, if
likely include tools to help you evaluate your
your target allocation is 75% stocks, 20%
risk tolerance, typically worksheets that ask a
bonds, and 5% cash but your current allocation
series of questions. After answering the
is 80% stocks, 15% bonds, and 5% cash, then
questions, you will likely be assigned a risk
you'd likely sell some stock investments and
tolerance ranking from conservative to
invest the proceeds in bonds. Another way to
aggressive. In addition, suggested asset
rebalance is to direct new investments into the
allocations are often provided for consideration. underweighted assets until the target is

Have you experienced any life
changes?
Since your last retirement plan review, did you
get married or divorced, buy or sell a house,
have a baby, or send a child to college?
Perhaps you or your spouse changed jobs,
received a promotion, or left the workforce
entirely. Has someone in your family
experienced a change in health? Or maybe you
inherited a sum of money that has had a
material impact on your net worth. Any of these
situations can affect both your current and
future financial situation.

achieved. In the example above, you would
direct new money into bond investments until
you reach your 75/20/5 target allocation.

Revisit your plan rules and features

Finally, an annual review is also a good time to
take a fresh look at your employer-sponsored
plan documents and plan features. For
example, if your plan offers a Roth account and
you haven't investigated its potential benefits,
you might consider whether directing a portion
of your contributions into it might be a good
idea. Also consider how much you're
contributing in relation to plan maximums.
Could you add a little more each pay period? If
In addition, if your marital situation has
you're 50 or older, you might also review the
changed, you may want to review the
beneficiary designations in your plan account to rules for catch-up contributions, which allow
those approaching retirement to contribute
make sure they reflect your current wishes.
more than younger employees.
With many employer-sponsored plans, your
spouse is automatically your plan beneficiary
Although it's generally not a good idea to
unless he or she waives that right in writing.
monitor your employer-sponsored retirement
plan on a daily, or even monthly, basis, it's
Reassess your retirement income
important to take a look at least once a year.
needs
With a little annual maintenance, you can help
After you evaluate your risk tolerance and
your plan keep working for you.
consider any life changes, you may want to
take another look at the future. Have your
dreams for retirement changed at all? And if so,
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Periodic Review of Your Estate Plan
An estate plan is a map that explains how you
want your personal and financial affairs to be
handled in the event of your incapacity or
death. It allows you to control what happens to
your property if you die or become
incapacitated. An estate plan should be
reviewed periodically.

An estate plan should be
reviewed periodically,
especially after a major life
event. Here are some ideas
about when to review your
estate plan and some things
to review when you do.

Some things to review
Here are some things to consider while doing a
periodic review of your estate plan.

• Who are your family members and friends?
How do you feel about them?
• Do you have a valid will? Does it reflect your
current goals and objectives about who
When should you review your estate
receives what after you die? Does your
plan?
choice of an executor or a guardian for your
Although there's no hard-and-fast rule about
minor children remain appropriate?
when you should review your estate plan, the
• In the event you become incapacitated, do
following suggestions may be of some help:
you have a living will, durable power of
• You should review your estate plan
attorney for health care, or Do Not
immediately after a major life event
Resuscitate order to manage medical
decisions?
• You'll probably want to do a quick review
each year because changes in the economy • In the event you become incapacitated, do
and in the tax code often occur on a yearly
you have a living trust, durable power of
basis
attorney, or joint ownership to manage your
property?
• You'll want to do a more thorough review
every five years
• What property do you own and how is it titled
(e.g., outright or jointly with right of
Reviewing your estate plan will alert you to any
survivorship)? Property owned jointly with
changes that need to be addressed.
right of survivorship passes automatically to
There will be times when you'll need to make
the surviving owner(s) at your death.
changes to your plan to ensure that it still meets
•
Have you reviewed your beneficiary
all of your goals. For example, an executor,
designations for your retirement plans and life
trustee, or guardian may die or change his or
insurance policies? These types of property
her mind about serving in that capacity, and
pass automatically to the designated
you'll need to name someone else.
beneficiary at your death.
Events that should trigger a periodic review
• Do you have any trusts, living or
include:
testamentary? Property held in trust passes
• There has been a change in your marital
to beneficiaries according to the terms of the
status (many states have laws that revoke
trust.
part or all of your will if you marry or get
• Do you plan to make any lifetime gifts to
divorced) or that of your children or
family members or friends?
grandchildren
• Do you have any plans for charitable gifts or
• There has been an addition to your family
bequests?
through birth, adoption, or marriage
• If you own or co-own a business, have
(stepchildren)
provisions been made to transfer your
• Your spouse or a family member has died,
business interest? Is there a buy-sell
has become ill, or is incapacitated
agreement with adequate funding? Would
• Your spouse, your parents, or other family
lifetime gifts be appropriate?
member has become dependent on you
• Do you own sufficient life insurance to meet
• There has been a substantial change in the
your needs at death? Have those needs been
value of your assets or in your plans for their
evaluated?
use
• Have you considered the impact of gift,
• You have received a sizable inheritance or
estate, generation-skipping, and income
gift
taxes, both federal and state?
• Your income level or requirements have
This is just a brief overview of some ideas for a
changed
periodic review of your estate plan. Each
person's situation is unique. An estate planning
• You are retiring
attorney may be able to assist you with this
• You have made (or are considering making) a
process.
change to any part of your estate plan
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The accompanying pages have
been developed by an independent
third party. Commonwealth
Financial Network is not
responsible for their content and
does not guarantee their accuracy
or completeness, and they should
not be relied upon as such. These
materials are general in nature and
do not address your specific
situation. For your specific
investment needs, please discuss
your individual circumstances with
your representative.
Commonwealth does not provide
tax or legal advice, and nothing in
the accompanying pages should be
construed as specific tax or legal
advice. Securities and Advisory
Services offered through
Commonwealth Financial Network,
Member FINRA, SIPC, a
Registered Investment Adviser.
Fixed insurance products and
services offered by Keystone
Financial Partners are separate
and unrelated to Commonwealth
Financial Network.

What is the Roth 401(k) five-year rule?
The Roth 401(k) five-year rule
determines when you can
begin receiving tax-free
qualified distributions from
your 401(k) plan Roth account.
While it's similar to the five-year rule that
applies to Roth IRAs, there are important
differences.
Withdrawals from your Roth 401(k) plan
account--including both your contributions and
any investment earnings--are completely tax
and penalty free if you satisfy a five-year
holding period and one of the following also
applies:
• You've reached age 59½
• You have a qualifying disability, or
• The withdrawal is made by your beneficiary
or estate after your death
The five-year holding period begins on the first
day of the calendar year in which you make
your first Roth 401(k) contribution (regular or
rollover) to the plan. For example, if you make
your first Roth contribution to your company's
401(k) plan in December 2015, your five-year
holding period begins on January 1, 2015, and
ends on December 31, 2019.

If you participate in 401(k) plans maintained by
different employers, your five-year holding
period is determined separately for each plan.
But there's an important exception. If you make
a direct rollover of Roth dollars from your prior
employer's plan to your new employer's plan,
your five-year holding period for the new plan
will be deemed to start with the year you made
your first Roth contribution to the prior plan.
For example, Beth made Roth contributions to
the Acme 401(k) plan beginning in 2011. In
2015, she changed jobs and began making
Roth contributions to the Beacon 401(k) plan.
Her five-year holding period for the Acme plan
began on January 1, 2011, and ends on
December 31, 2015. Her five-year holding
period for the Beacon plan began on January 1,
2015, and ends on December 31, 2019. In
2015, Beth decides to make a direct rollover of
her Acme Roth account to Beacon's 401(k)
plan. Because of the rollover, Beth's January 1,
2011, starting date at Acme will carry over to
the Beacon plan, and any distributions she
receives from her Beacon Roth account after
2015 (rather than 2018) will be tax free
(assuming she's at least age 59½ or disabled at
the time of distribution).

How do I change or revoke a will?
Your will does not take effect
until you die. You can create a
new will or revoke or amend
an existing will up until your
death.
A will remains valid until properly revoked or
superseded. Revoking your will must be done
very carefully. Most state laws require that the
will be revoked by a subsequent instrument (a
new will) or by a physical act (e.g., destroying
or defacing it). This means the will must either
be burned, torn, or canceled with the intent to
revoke. You might, for example, write
REVOKED across the will and sign and date
the revocation.

will if there are many changes or a major
change.
A codicil should generally be executed with the
same formalities as required for a will. In
general, the codicil must be signed, dated, and
witnessed in accordance with the laws of the
appropriate state.
The codicil should be attached to the will it is
amending. Be sure to draft, execute, and attach
a copy of the codicil to each copy of your will.

Although a new will usually must be contested
in its entirety, some states will allow a codicil to
be contested on its own. If it is found to be
invalid, only the changes contained in the
codicil will be voided and the remaining will
You can amend (change) your will by executing provisions remain valid.
a codicil. A codicil is a separate, written, and
formally executed document that becomes part Some states provide that provisions in a will
may be revoked automatically upon marriage or
of your will. More specifically, a codicil is a
divorce. It is generally a good practice to review
supplement or addition to a will that explains,
modifies, or revokes a previous will provision or your will and make changes as needed upon
marriage or divorce, or for any other major
that adds an additional provision. A codicil
changes in your life.
generally should be used only for minor
changes to your will. You should execute a new
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